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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our original motivation for this paper was to see if Connes classification 
of integer action on the hyperfinite factor [2] could provide insight into 
integer actions on C*-algebras. Indeed the notion of stability that he 
introduced [ I] for L n actions turned out to distinguish a particular action of 
finite groups on UHF C*-algebras (the action is the infinite tensor product 
of the regular representation with itself an infinite number of times) [ 5, 61. 
The first stumbling block was to determine whether there were any integer 
actions which were stable in the sense that I-cohomology could be solved in 
the central sequence algebra. This stability played a key role in Connes work 
[2] and in the classification of amenable group actions [7] on the hyperlinite 
II, factor. We show that it is possible to obtain a “norm-continuous” version 
of Connes’ solution to I-cohomology which is adaptable to the C*-algebra 
situation. We also exhibit various “model actions” which are stable. They 
are all what we shall call cyclic product actions. Further it is shown that the 
Rohlin property for an integer action on the universal UHF C*-algebra 
implies that the action contains up to outer conjugacy a model action of the 
type just mentioned. For the cyclic product actions on any UHF C*-algebra 
we give a complete set of invariants for conjugacy and outer conjugacy. 
Naturally a Glimm-type invariant enters for conjugacy, but is totally absent 
for outer conjugacy of aperiodic actions. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We recall some notation. For any C*-algebra A we write Am for the C*- 
algebra I,@, A)/c,(Z, A). A is embedded in A” as constant sequences 
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viz A 3 x -+ (x, x, x,...). The relative commutant of A in A O” is denoted A, 
and is easily seen to be {(x,) E A O”: lim,,, ]/Ix,, x]l] = 0). The C*-algebra 
A, is referred to as the central sequence algebra of A. As with von Neumann 
algebras [2], one readily sees [5, 61 that projections, matrix units, and 
unitaries in A, have representing sequence of projection, matrix units, and 
unitaries, respectively. We shall us upper case letters for elements of Am. 
Note that any automorphism a of A acts on Aa via (x,) + (a(~,)). We keep 
the same letter for this action. 
DEFINITION. Let A be an AF C*-algebra and a E Am(A). We say that a 
has the Rohlin property if there exists an increasing sequence of integers n, < 
n, < ..., such that for each nk there is a central sequence of orthogonal 
projections, {e(j)} ?: I I 13 of sum I, with lla(e~j’) - eij:,llj+, + 0, where 
%lk, I = e,. 
Remark. Let Y/ be the universal UHF algebra ?Y = (0, Matp)(a), where 
p runs through all primes. Consider the product automorphism a,, = 
0,4P) . (m) Here d(p) is the left regular representation of the cyclic group 
b, action on IV,. It is clear that a, has the Rohlin property. What is not so 
clear is that it is useful for solving 1-cohomology as in [2], but in fact we 
provide a continuous version of [2, Theorem 2.1.31 which gives us 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an AF algebra and a E Aut(A) satisfying the 
Rohlin condition. Then a is stable viz, for a unitary V E A, there is a 
unitary WE A, with V= Wa(W*). 
This allows us to show that a contains copies of various cycles action on 
A cc’ By using the splitting techniques of [5, 61 we obtain 
THEOREM 2. Let V be the universal UHF C*-algebra and a E Aut(%). 
If a has the Rohlin property then a is outer conjugate to a,, @ u. That is 
there exists unitary w E W such that Ad w o a and a0 @ a are conjugate. 
We now define a class of automorphisms which we call cyclic product 
actions on any UHF C*-algebra. By a cyclic product action on A we shall 
mean any a E Aut(A) a = @ (d(q) @ id(l)), where g(q) is the cyclic 
automorphism on the q x q matrix algebra arising frm permuting the 
diagonal elements. viz Ad of the left regular representation of Z, and id(l) is 
the identity on an I X 1 matrix algebra. 
We need the notion of generalized integers introduced by Dixmier [ 31. To 
any natural number n > 1 one associates the sequence (n,, n3, n, ,...) where 
2n23n15n~ . . . , is the prime decomposition of n and almost all np = 0. A 
generalized integer is a sequence (n2, n3, n, ,...) with np E (0, l,..., co} for 
each prime p. 
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Let a be an automorphism of the UHF algebra A. For each prime number 
p > 2 define 
g,(A) = sup{ g E N 1 3 a system of matrix units {ei,j}i,j= ,,,,,, Px E A}, 
n,(a) = sup(n E N 1 3x E A, llxll= 1, x invertible, with a(x) = e(p”)x). 
Here c(k) = e2ni’k. 
m,(a)=sup(nEN~V6>O,x ,,..., x,EA, 3xEA, 
invertible, ilxll = 1 with a(x) = &(pn)x and 
/I Ix, x, 111 <6, i = l,..., k). 
Write the generalized integers as 
G(A)=(g,,g,,g,,...); N(a)=(n,,n,,n,,...), Wa)=(m,,m,,m,,...). 
Glimm’s theorem [4] states that any two UHF algebras A and B are 
isomorphic if and only if G(A) = G(B). 
We have 
THEOREM 3. Two cyclic product automorphisms a,P E Aut(A) are 
conjugate if and on/y fM(a) = M(J) and N(a) = NW). 
THEOREM 4. For any product automorphism a E Aut(A) with 
N = N(a) = (n,, n3 ,... ); M = M(a) = (m,, m3 ,...) and G = G(A) = (gz, g, ,...) 
we have for each prime p, 
O<m,<n,<oo and np=co*mP=co, c~.m,+n,<g,<oo. (:I:) 
Conversely suppose G, M, N satisfy (*). For each prime p let 
id(p)“P’ @ a(p*p)(“) @ a(pnp) if n,<a, 
d(P)‘“’ @ ,(p2)‘“0’ @ . . . if mp=np= 03, 
where i, = gP - nP if mP = 0 and 0 otherwise. 
Let a = 0, ap E Aut(A), then G(A) = G, M(a) = M, N(a) = N. 
Let a be a cyclic product automorphism. If for all primes p, m,(a) < co 
and for almost all p, n,(a) = 0, then the generalized integer M(a) is actually 
an integer m(a) = 2m2(a)3”3(a) . . . , which we call the essential period of a. 
Otherwise we take m(a) = 0. For a cyclic product action a, m(a) is an outer 
conjugacy invariant and we have 
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THEOREM 5. Let A be a UHF C*-algebra and a and /I cyclic product 
automorphisms. Then a is outer conjugate to /I if and only if m(a) = m@). 
Moreover given E > 0, a is conjugate to Ad v 0 /? for a unitary v E A with 
jlv -I/I < E. 
3. PROOFS 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we provide a lemma which shows the connec- 
tedness of the unitary group in A, of an AF algebra. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be an AF algebra, U E A, unitary, m > 1 an integer. 
There is a sequence U, = 1, U,,..., U, = U of unitaries in A, with 
II up+ 1 - U,il < n/m p = 0, I,..., m - 1. 
ProoJ Let A, = Cl, A,, A, ,..., be an increasing sequence of linite- 
dimensional subalgebras of A with u A,, = A. Given U E A, we let 
(u (0) ) u(l) ,..,) be a representing sequence for U where each unitary uCk) can be 
chosen in AnCk) for a nondecreasing function k -+ n(k). For 1 E N, let P, be 
the conditional expectation for A onto A; n A given as follows: Take (eEj} a 
system of matrix units generating A,, i.e., efj e e,“,k = 6,,, . aj,,ef+,. Then 
P,(X) = CD (lldp) Ci,j ef,jXG,j~ w h ere d, is the dimension of the subfactor 
(eF,j)i,,i. Since /] P,(x) - x]] < 2 (l/d,) Ci,,f ]] [x, ey,,i]]] and U E A, we have 
limi ]] P,(u’~‘) - uCk) II= 0. Since n > 1 we have P,(A,) c A; f’ A,, we may 
assume without loss of generality that the representing sequence (utk)) 
satisfies u(k) E A;o, n AnCkI, where k + l(k); k + n(k) are nondecreasing, 
n(k) > l(k), and lim, l(k) = co. 
Now let f,: lr + T be given byf,(exp(i@) = exp(i(p/m)8) for 8 E (-71, ~1, 
p = 0 ,..., m. Then f, = id and fo(T) = 1 and If,, i(0) -f,(e)] < rc/m p = 0 ,..., 
m - 1. In the algebra A;Ck, n AnCk, we define uy’ =fp(uCk)). Then uy’ is 
unitary and /] ~a) - uky i I] < n/m, p = O,..., m - 1. We then define U,, E A, 
by the representing sequence (u?), u$i),... ). We have the required elements 
in A,. 
Remark. By means of representing sequences as above one can define a 
Bore1 functional calculus in A, for unitaries or self-adjoint operators. In 
general though this calculus depends on the representing sequence and need 
not take values in the relative bicommutant of the chosen element. 
Remark. We need to recall the useful notion of reindexing [2, 71 
available to us in A, and in A”O. The first is to observe that if some relation 
holds for any E in norm then by passing to representing sequences we can 
define elements for which the relation holds exactly at infinity. The second is 
what is called fast reindexing and is explicit in [2, Lemma 2.1.4; 7, 5.31. We 
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shall use it in the following form: given a countable collection of elements in 
A, and a partition of unity {Ek}k=,,..,,m with a(E,J = Ek+, (mod m), we 
may choose a new partition of unity in A, with the same properties, but also 
commuting with the countable family. 
We now proceed to the proof of stability for automosphisms satisfying the 
Rohlin condition. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Given VE A, and E > 0 we shall find a unitary 
W = W(E) E A, such that ]/ W*Va( IV) - III < E. The theorem will then 
follow by using reindexing, viz work on the representing sequences [2, 5, 71. 
Let m > (Z//E) + 2 be an integer for which there exists a Rohlin partition 
E , ,..., E, E A,. Write V,, = Va(V) a(V) ... a”-‘(V), n > 1. By the previous 
lemma we may find unitaries U,,..., U,,, E A, such that the sequence which 
we label U,,,, a(U,-,) ,..., a’+’ (U,) satisfies, U,,, = 1, U, = a(V,) and 
IlU?l+, - a( = Ilampnp’(Un+,) - ampn(Un)/l < A < F. 
By fast reindexing we may assume that E,,..., E, commute with a”(U), 
ak(Vm) for n, I= l,..., m and k E z. The unitary which works is 
W= 9 V,,U,E,. 
To see this note that a(E,) = E,, , (mod m), the E, commute with the 
constructed Vi, Uj and V,, + , = Va( V,,). We calculate 
m-l 
W*Va(W)= UfV~Va(V,Um)E, + \‘ Uz,, V,*+, Va(V,U,)E,, , 
n-l 
m--l 
=E, + x U~+,4u,)E,+,. 
n=, 
Here we have used the fact that U, = Z and U, = a( V,). Since for n = l,..., 
m-l 
II C+ &4J - III = II U,+, - a(u,)ll < E 
we conclude that ]/ W* Va( W) - Z]] < E, completing the proof. 
We begin to create a,, by first creating’ the appropriate E,, action on gm. 
As the cohomology has been solved this is straightforward (see [2, 
Lemma 2.3.31) but here relies specifically on the approximate innerness of a. 
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LE.MMA 2. Let W be the universal UHF C*-algebra and a E Aut(P) 
satisfying the Rohlin condition. For any n there exists a system of matrix 
units {Ei,j}i,j =,,,.,, n belonging to %m and such that a(E,,,i, = Ei+,,j+l 
(mod n). 
proof. Let {Fi,jli,j= I,..., n E Pa be matrix units. Such clearly exists by 
the form of P. Since a is approximately inner a(F,,,) - F,,, by a partial 
isometry W E Pm. (To see this work on a representing sequence for F,, , and 
observe that for P, equivalence of projections is determined by the trace.) 
Thus if W* W= F,,, and WW* = a(F,,,); put V= CJ=i a(Fj,,) WF,,j. It is 
standard that a(Y) = VYV* for, all YE span{Fi,j}. Letting U = ~~=I Fi,i+, 
we observe that UFijU”=F. (mod n). Thus Fi+,,j+, = 
UV*a(Fi,j) VU*. If Z = U?* we u$,‘?heLrem 1 to solve for Z as X*a(X) 
with XEPm, unitary. Then letting Ri,j = XFi,jX* we have our required 
system. 
We have seen so far that 1-cohomology can be solved as a consequence of 
the Rohlin property. But in fact we have 
COROLLARY 3. If Z? is the universal UHF C*-algebra, a E Aut(%/) has 
the Rohlin property if and only if a is stable on pa. In this case a has the 
Rohlin property for any increasing sequence of integers. 
ProoJ It is enough to exhibit for any fix n a partition of unity, 
{Eili=l,...,n E pm such that a(Ei) = Ei + , (mod n). This, however, is 
immediate from Lemma 2. 
It is apparent from what has been shown so far that the model action a0 = 
(0, d(P)) (O”) has the Rohlin property. What is less obvious is that 
d(2) @ rr(3) @ d(5) @ . . . @ id(2)‘“’ @ id(3)‘“’ @ + .. , also has this property. 
This will follow from the fact shown in Theorem 5 that they are outer 
conjugate actions of P. However, there is another way to see this which we 
formalize in 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A be a C*-algebra. Suppose that for d = exp(2?ri/n) 
there exists a central sequence of unitaries uk such that Ila(u,J - &,[I + 0. 
Then the automorphism a @ id on A @ ZV has the n-Rohlin property. 
Proof It is clear that the n-Rohlin property is equivalent to the existence 
of Ve(A@%), with V”=I and a(v)=AV. For if V”=I, then V= 
E1+/LF*+A2E,+ *.. + A”-‘E,. We must then create a central sequence 
which represents such a V. But if I is given, choose uk, unitaries in A such 
that II a(u,J - Au,ll+ 0 and k--t 00. We then pick, for each k, an n X n 
system of matrix in P’, {ef,j}, which constitutes a central sequence in %/. 
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Using these matrix units we construct vk, a central sequence in A @ %%, given 
by 
c 1 
0 Uk 0 ... 0 
0 0 Uk **’ 0 
Vk = 0 i. 
. . . u 
*(n-l) 
‘k 
. . . ;, 
Direct verification shows that ]](a @ id)(vk) - Av,]] -+ 0 as k + ~0 and vi = 1 
for all k. 
LEMMA 5. Let a,,..., a,,, E # and a E Aut(@) satisfy the Rohlin 
property. Given any n, E, 6 there exists a system of matrix units 
(ei.i)y,j=, E % such that (1 (ei,j, ak]ll < F, i, j= l,..., n, k = l,..., m, and a 
unitary w E Z’ such that 11 w - 11) < 6 with wa(ei,j)w* = e,, ,,j+, . 
Proof. By Lemma 4 there is an Ei,i E A, such that a(~!?~,,~) = Ei+ I,J+, . 
As matrix units in ;‘/, are given by central sequences of matrix units (see 
[2, 5]), it is possible to find (ei,.i) E ?Y such that /][e,,,i, ak]l/ < E, Vi, j, k. We 
can also maintain ]ja(ei,j) - e,,j]l as small as we like. Then applying the 
technique of [4] provides the unitary w E i’/. 
We are now ready for the 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let (a,} be a dense sequence in A. We show by 
induction that given any sequence of integer n, ,..., nkr..., there exists mutually 
commuting matrix units {ef,j}i,,i, ,,,,,, “r and unitaries w’, I= 1, 2 ,..., such that 
(i) I] [eF,j, a,]11 < 1/2k for p < k and i, j = l,..., nk, 
(ii) I] w’ - I]] < l/2’, ]j[w’, eF,i]]] = 0 if k < 1, 
(iii) if a’ = Ad(w’ . . . w’) o a, then a’(ei,,j) = ei+ 1 ,,j+, (mod nl). 
Suppose that the sequence of integers n,,..., nk, is given. Lemma 5 
provides the first step in the induction. Suppose that we have completed the 
construction for r = 1 ,..., t. Let M = sp( (eI,j}, r = l,..., t}. Then A4 is a matrix 
algebra and by (i), (ii) a’ = Ad w’ ... w’ 0 a preserves MC. Since a has the 
Rohlin property and MC - P, so does a’. Therefore we may apply Lemma 5 
to a’ to obtain {e::‘}, w’+’ such that Ad w”’ * a’(ef,:‘)= e:i:,j+,, 
II w f+l --III ,< l/2’+‘, W’f’ E MC. Thus (i)-(iii) are satisfied. By construction 
of the w’, the a’ satisfy 1) a’ - a’+’ 1) < l/2’+’ and thus converge to a,, on a 
copy of P. Moreover step (i) assures us that we have a fast sequence of 
matrix units and so the C*-algebra generated by (ef,j}pz, splits [5]. 
To complete the proof we observe that a0 N a, @ a,, on K. Since we have 
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shown a-al,,OaoIv we have a-al*~Oa,1,0a,l.=a0a, on 
%% @ Z! 2: Z!. We have used N for conjugacy and - for outer conjugacy. 
We now prove the conjugacy classification stated in Theorems 3 and 4. 
We start with a series of steps which allow us to bring any cyclic product 
action into the normalized form given in Theorem 4. 
Let o(n) be the cyclic permutation of a set {l,..., n). We use N to denote 
conjugacy for automorphisms and for permutations of a set. Let 
a = @ (id(n)“““” @ d(r~)“‘~))), where k(n), Z(n) E (0, l,..., co) 
n>2 
and if /I E Aut(B), 
P ‘M means the automorphism /I @ ... @ /I of B’k’ = B @ .+. @ B, 
k times with /3’“) = id on 6. (*I 
For relatively prime m, n we have a(mn) N a(m) x a(n) and thus d(mn) = 
d(m) @ d(n). Hence we may assume all n in (*) are powers of primes. Thus 
a = 0,. prime spy where ap contains only powers of the prime p. For example, 
ifp-2 and 
a = id(2)‘“’ @ ,(2)‘*l’ @ ,(22)‘b2’ @ ... , O<a,b,,b, ,... <co. 
We have for 1 < k < I 
~(2~) x ~(2’) = id(2k) x ~(2’) 
hence 
a(2k) @ d(2’) ‘v id(2k) @ d(2’). 
From this one sees that if all b, are finite and almost all b, are zero, then 
a E id(2)‘“’ @ d(2”). (1) 
The same relation for k < 1 yields 
,(2k)‘m) @ 4(2’)‘“’ 1 id(2)‘“’ @ d(2’)‘“c’ 
k and thus also ,(2k)‘“’ = id(2)‘“’ 0 d(2 ) ‘O”). This way if almost all of the 
powers b, are zero and at least one of them is 00 we can reduce to 
a N d(2m)‘oo) @ c1(2”) with n > m. (2) 
The slightly less straightforward case is when an infinite number of the 6, 
are nonzero. In this case we claim that 
a N d(2)‘“’ @) ,(22)‘“o’ @ . . . . 
580/59/l IO 
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For this it is enough to show that if 1 < k, <k, < ... is an increasing 
sequence of integers, then 
~1(2~1) @ ~42~2) @ . . . z id(2)‘“’ @ ,(2)‘a’ @ ,(2*)‘“’ @ . . . . 
Choose a sequence i, = 0, i, , i, ,... E N with i, + , > i, + 2 and such that for 
each n> 1 if i=i,-,,j=i, then 
ki+,+ki+,+~~~+k~_,=l+2+3+~~~+n+q,, 
where q, > 1. Using the same argument as before we have 
42ki+9@ 6(29@ ... @ 429 
N id(2)‘4n’ @ d(2) @ a(2*) @ ... @ d(2”) @ a(2k’). 
Doing this on each segment i,, _, + l,..., i,, of N yields 
a E id(z)‘“’ @ o(2)‘““ @ 6(2*)‘&’ @ ..* 
a z ,(2)(-x” @ 422)‘” ’ @ . . . . (3) 
Collecting our observations we see that any product automorphism is 
conjugate to cx = @p,prin,e a,, where u, takes one of the forms 
id(p)“’ @ cl(p”) 
or 
d(p’y’ @ cl(p”) m<n 
or 
d(pym’ @ @)‘“j’ @ ... . 
PROPOSITION 6. Let CI = Ona (id(n)‘k’“” @ a(n)“‘““) be a cyclic 
product automorphism of A. For p prime and n = prnr with n’ relatively 
prime to p we let r(p, n) = r. The invariants G(A), M(a), N(a) are computed 
as follows: 




n,(u) = sv{r(p, n) I n > 2 l(n) > 0) 
(we take sup(#) = 0). 
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Prooj The calculation of G(A) is immediately arrived at, in view of 
Glimm’s theorem, by counting powers of each prime p. Suppose M’(a) and 
N’(a) are the generalized integers defined in the statement of the proposition, 
Applying the reduction technique noted earlier we see that for each step 
M’(u) and N’(a) are unchanged and thus we can assume a is in standard 
form. 
Let p be a prime number. Since d(pk) has 1, = exp(2rci/pk) as an eigen- 
value we see that n,(a) > n;(a). Suppose now that m;(a) = m, then a has a 
factor d( pm)cm) on A!,YY’. There is a unitary x E A, with d(pm)(x) = k,x. 
Writing xk = ljk’ @ x @ lCrn) E A ,” c A, we see that xk is invertible /] xk ]/ = 1. 
a(xk) = l,,,xk and lim,, c5r ]] [xk, a]]] = 0, Va E A. Thus m,(a) > m = m:(a). 
Let us now prove the opposite inequalities. Suppose that n,(a) > n;(a) = n. 
From our standard form we see that there is an ascending sequence of Iinite- 
dimensional subfactors A, with U A, = A, a: A, + A,, and a I A, is periodic 
with period not divisible by p”“. Let E, be the unique projection of A onto 
A, conditioned by the trace [S]. Uniqueness of this E, implies a o E, = 
E, o a. Since n,(a) > n there is x E A with ]]x]] = 1 and a(x) = lx where A = 
exp(2zi/pk+ ‘). If x, = E,(x) E A,, then 
a(x,) = a(E,(x)) = E,(a(x)) = Lx,, . 
But a I A,, is periodic and its period is not divisible by p”” so x, = 0. 
However, I] x - x, ]] = 0. This contradiction gives n,(a) = n;(a). 
Finally, suppose that m,(a) > m;(a) = m. We have II = n;(a) = n,(a) > 
m,(a) > m = m;(a). Once again the standard form shows that a rr d(p”) 0 p 
on A Y A,, @ B with /I in standard form an n/(/3) = m’(J) = m. From this and 
the preceding paragraph it follows that n@) = n’(P) = m’@) < m(j?) < n(j?). 
Hence n(P) = m(J). 
Let {ei,j) be a system of matrix units for A, and P the conditional expec- 
tation of A onto 1 0 B = B. It is easy to see that 
so that 
P(X) -  =fx. e,,j[X, ej,i]- 
1.J 
We have assumed m,(a) > m + 1 so that we can find x E A, ilxll = 1, 
a(x) =1x with J, = exp(2zi/p”“) such that II[x,~~,~]~~~~~-“I~x-‘II~‘. We 
then have I(P(x)-x~l~Qllx-‘(l-’ so that y = P(x) is invertible. As before 
/3(y) = a(y) = a(P(x)) = P(a(x)) = 1~. From which n,(P) > m + 1, a 
contradiction. This ends the proof of Proposition 6. 
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The proposition allows the computation of the invariants M(a), N(a) for a 
in standard form and thus yields Theorem 4. Theorem 3 follows since we 
have shown that any automorphism is conjugate to one in standard form. 
Proof of Theorem 5. It is not apparent from the definition that m(a), the 
essential period, is an outer conjugacy invariant for cyclic product actions, 
and so we introduce @a) = (&(a), C&(a), G,(a),...), where 
$(a) = sup{n E N / Vd > 0, x1 ,..., xk E A 
3x EA invertible with ]lx]] = 1, ]]a(x) - E(P”)x]] < 6 
and ]I[x, xi]]] < 6, i = I,..., k}. 
&?(a) is an outer conjugacy invariant, since if p = Adv o a, we may choose 
x1 = a-‘(u) in the definition above, yielding I]/?(x) - a(x)11 = ]][v, a(x)]]] < 6. 
Thus @a) = a(/?). 
We now show that the essential period m(a) can be computed from n?(a). 
This is done by proving that only the following two possibilities can occur 
for cyclic product actions: Either 
(i) N(a) is a number, i.e., all n,(a) are finite and almost all are zero. 
In this case we show that B(a) = M(a); 
or 
(ii) if N(a) is not a number, then A(a) = (co, co, co ,... ). 
These two cases correspond to m(a) > 1 and m(a) = 0, respectively, and 
thus m(a) is an outer conjugacy invariant. 
To show this dichotomy first assume that N(a) is a number. Then a is 
periodic. Since the automorphisms d(pn) are inner, changing a by an inner 
automorphism, we may suppose that N(a) = M(a). We have that the period 
of a equals the essential period of a is m = m(a) = .a’. It is clear from the 
definition that k?(a) > M(a). Let p be a prime and let a = $,(a). If x is 
chosen so that IIa(x) - am x]] < 6, then by iteration one has, 
/la”(x) - Ed x]] < rnd or / 1 - am 1 ]]x]i < ~6. Since 6 is arbitrary pa 
must divide m. Thus a = $,(a) < m,(a) and so M(a) = M(a). 
The second case corresponds to the fact that N(a) is not a number. In this 
instance we must have that a is not periodic and either n,(a) = co for some 
prime p or there are an infinite number of primes p with n,(a) # 0. 
In either instance there is an ascending union of subfactors {A,} with 
U A, dense in A and in the relative cornmutant of any A, there are cyclic 
actions s(m) for arbitrarily large m. 
Let q be any prime. We claim g,(a) = co. Suppose then that we are given 
an integer 1, 6 > 0, and x1 ,..., xt E A. We must exhibit an invertible x such 
that llxll = 1, III x, xi]11 < 6 for i = l,..., t and ]]a(x) - c(ql)xl[ < 6. We may 
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suppose x1 ,..., x, E A,. By our previous remarks for a large enough m we 
choose an integer k with lexp(2rrik/m) - e(q’)l < 6 and x invertible in AZ 
with a(x) = exp(2rrik/m)x. This completes the proof of the claim. 
The classification into Cases (i) and (ii) is now done. The remarks on 
m(a) follow directly from the definition. 
For the proof of Theorem 5 it remains to show that A(a) is a complete 
outer conjugacy invariant. Again this breaks into the two cases. 
In Case (i) a is periodic and we have shown in our discussion of Case (i) 
that a is outer conjugate to an automorphism with G(a) = M(a) = N(a). 
However the latter two quantities are, by Theorems 3 and 4 conjugacy 
invariants. This case is complete. 
What remains is the aperiodic Case (ii), and we proceed as follows: 
Case ii. Let a be any aperiodic cyclic product action. We shall show 
that there exists 21 E A, unitary, such that Ad V o a is conjugate to a model 
action. Hence any two aperiodic actions are outer conjugate. Moreover we 
can choose u to be arbitrarily close to the identity. 
Let E > 0 be given. We may assume a is in standard form and, as it is 
aperiodic, it must contain as a factor either ci(p,) @ &Q @ ... , with 
PI < P2 < ... or d(p)@ d(p2)@ a.. . Write a as y @ a’ with a’ E Aut(A ‘) 
and yE Aut(C), where y= a(m,) @ cr(m,)@ fI. , and the {nzk} are a subse- 
quence of the {pi} or {pi} just mentioned. Additionally choose the mk > 
2kt “/E and choose A ’ so that if g,(A) = co we have g,(A ‘) = 03. 
We shall show that there is a unitary v E A, 11~ - 111 < s/2 such that 
Ad v . a is conjugate to y @ id,, . 
This will prove the theorem since we may take as a model of aperiodic 
action any automorphism /3 E Aut A, with N(J?) = G(A) (see Section 2 for 
notation). Any such p factorizes as p = y @ p’, p’ E Aut A ’ with y, A ‘, 
chosen above for a, and thus both a and p are outer conjugate to y @ id, ,. 
The automorphism a=Y@a’ can be written 
id,,, @ @km, ci(nk) @ d(m,), which is outer conjugate to id, I @ yz 
id, ,, @ @r=, id(n,) @ d(nzk) by the following 
LEMMA. For any n, m > 1, there is a unitary v E Mat(n, m) with 
11 v - II) < 27r/m, such that Adv(d(n) @ d(m)) is conjugate to id(n) @ d(m). 
The lemma shows that /I is conjugate to Ad u . (id,, @ y), where u = 
I,(,@ @El uk with 11 uk - 111 < 2x/m, < ~/2~ so that 11 u - 111 < 
ck”=, &/2k = E. 
Proof of the Lemma. For r > 1, d(r) is implemented by a unitary w, with 
eigenvalues exp(2Zi Z/r), I = l,..., r. Let d be the g.c.d and c the 1.c.m of m, II 
and define w E Mat(n), a unitary with eigenvalues exp(2rri k/c); k = l,..., n/d, 
each taken with multiplicity d. One easily checks that both w, @ w, and 
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w @ W, have eigenvalues exp(2zi k/c) k = I,..., c each taken with multiplicity 
d. Hence Ad w @ d(m) and d(n) @ d(m) are conjugate. Moreover )I w - lII< 
2n n/cd = 2n/m. 
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